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What should I already know?
What collage is
How images be manipulated to create pictures
How to cut and reassemble photographs to create a new image

What will I know / be able to do by the end of the unit?
How can the • Using an App, parts of pictures can be
colours in
manipulated through changing the colour
pictures be
scheme, brightness, outline and pattern.
changed
using digital
technology?
•
What are the
features of
Pop Art?

•
•

What is print
making?

•

How can
Styrofoam
be used as a
tool in
printmaking?

•

What is
screen
printing?

•

•

Pop Art uses images and icons that are
popular in the modern world.
It is characterized by vibrant, bright
colours.
Pop artists created pictures of consumer
product labels and packaging, photos of
celebrities, comic strips, and animals.
Printmaking is an artistic process based on
the principle of transferring images from a
matrix onto another surface, most often
paper or fabric.
Sketches can be transferred onto
Styrofoam printing blocks and a range of
tools to carve into the lines of the image.
Printing ink can then be rolled over the
tile ready to print the image onto paper of
fabric.
Screen printing is a printing technique
whereby a mesh is used to transfer ink
onto a fabric or paper, except in areas
made impermeable to the ink by a
blocking stencil.
The screen can be washed and reused to
overprint with other colours.
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Vocabulary
art used in advertising and selling.
a style of art based on simple, bold images
of everyday item
Printing inks are used to press the chosen
design onto the chosen material. There are
different types of printing inks.
A special screen is used in screen printing, it
is usually a wooden frame that is wrapped
tightly with silk or a mesh type fabric that
will let ink pass through it.
the process of pressing ink through a
stencilled mesh screen to create a printed
design
A squeegee is a rubber edged blade used to
distribute the printing ink evenly when using
a screen.
A printing process by which areas are
blocked out to keep ink from non-image
areas.
a kind of expanded polystyrene that is
lightweight and be carved into for
printmaking..

Artist or Art Movement
Andy Warhol
In 1961 Andy came up with the concept of using massproduced commercial goods in his art. This was called
Pop Art. His Campbell soup cans are famous examples of
this type of art.
Andy also used pictures of famous people. He would
repeat the same portrait over and over but use different
colours and effects in each picture. Some of the
celebrities he had as subjects include Marilyn Monroe,
Che Guevara and Elizabeth Taylor.

•
•
•
•

Pictures

Art Skills and Techniques
Investigate how digital technology to alter colours of pictures for different effects, applying knowledge of
complementary and harmonious colours.
Use Styrofoam to create a printing tile and then experiment with printing 4 times to create a Warhol style print.
Through drawing, break down pictures of everyday objects into basic shapes.
Experiment with screen printing using one colour and then over printing with a second colour onto canvas.

